MOVING MADE SIMPLE

A fully managed priority service for all developer clients

THE SPICERHAART GROUP
Spicerhaart is the largest independent property
group in the UK. As part of the group, it has
created the UK’s most innovative, independent
estate agency, combining residential sales and
lettings with integrated financial services.
Spicerhaart has invested millions of pounds in
technology, supported by extensive training
of its workforce to streamline and integrate
all its operations. This has made it one of the
most successful and profitable independent
companies in the country.
As an early pioneer of the one-stop shop,
Spicerhaart also developed services
encompassing mortgages, insurance,
conveyancing and surveying, as well as
part exchange & assisted move, property
management, land & new homes, corporate
sales and property auctions.

Spicerhaart operates six well-known estate
agencies in England: haart, Haybrook,
Felicity J Lord, Chewton Rose, Brian Holt,
Howards and Butters John Bee (BJB), as well
as Darlows in Wales. Its estate agency chains
employ more than 2000 staff nationwide,
while its 200 branches provide a full service
to those looking to buy and sell property.
All staff are highly-trained to get sellers the
best price for their home. By using effective
marketing techniques along with state-of-the-art
technology, Spicerhaart promotes properties
both quickly and effectively.
Spicerhaart values over a quarter of a million
residential properties each year and arranges
more than £2.6billion of mortgages via its
mortgage advice arm Just Mortgages. This
makes it one of the largest mortgage brokers in
the UK.

Spicerhaart’s valuation chain, Valunation,
offers tailored residential valuation solutions
throughout the UK. Its bespoke service covers
cases requiring compliance with procedural
rules through to those that need to adhere to
specific bases of valuation. Its service includes
market valuations, RICS condition reports and
RICS HomeBuyer reports.
The Corporate Sales team works with lenders
throughout the UK to help them manage their
arrears and repossessions. The Corporate
Sales team works with borrowers in arrears
to help them clear their arrears and repay the
lender. It also provides a quick, highly valuable,
service to local authorities, lenders and housing
associations that are looking to dispose of
property swiftly. This specialist team works
closely with lenders and housing associations to
protect their brand and reputation while always
putting the interests of the borrower first.
Spicerhaart also works closely with property
developers. It supports their transactions
acquiring and selling both land and new homes.

250k residential
properties values

2,000
people

£2.6bn arranged
mortgages

£100m
annual turnover

200
offices
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SPICERHAART PART EXCHANGE & ASSISTED MOVE
Spicerhaart’s Part Exchange (Px) & Assisted
Move team acts for house builders and
developers across the whole of the UK helping
them to sell new build properties more quickly
and easily.
Specialist teams
Operating from Sheffield and Blackpool our
specialist division provides a comprehensive
range of services designed specifically for
house builders and developers, covering part
exchange appraisal and disposal and assisted
move transactions. Our Part Exchange team
also offers a ground breaking, funded, part
exchange proposition.
Our specialist teams are highly trained and
understand the importance of fast, accurate
turnaround times. We have a wealth of
experience and a proven track record and are
used to acting for clients, both large and small.
National coverage
We achieve national coverage with regional
expertise. Throughout the UK we maximise
our in-depth, regional knowledge using the
strong Spicerhaart brands including haart,
Felicity J Lord, Darlows, Haybrook, Chewton
Rose, Butters John Bee and our most recent
acquisitions Brian Holt and Howards.
By using our own extensive network of estate
agency branches we are able to provide you
with a cost effective and fast turnaround service
in an extensive range of geographical locations.

We also have independent estate agency
partners, across the UK to ensure that only
the best agents are instructed. Options for
developers mean you can choose whether we
instruct a combination of two of our own group
offices, one group office and an independent
agent or two independent agents.
In-depth knowledge
An in-depth knowledge of the residential market
means that we are able to provide valuable
support, flexibility and assistance to house
builder and developer clients of all sizes.
We understand that support, flexibility and
assistance are key. Therefore, we will liaise with
you regularly, keeping you abreast of all activity
on the sale of your customer’s existing home
from valuation stage to completion.
Strength in depth
The Part Exchange & Assisted Move team is
led by national sales manager Jan Biggins, who
has more than thirty years’ experience in the
property and new homes markets. The team is
overseen by business development director,
Neil Knight, who has also worked in the property
sector for more than 35 years.
Together with their extended team, they have
a wealth of experience and a proven track
record. They are therefore able to work with
all developers and house builders to whatever
deadline is required.

Part
exchange

Funded
part exchange

Assisted move
transactions
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OPTION ONE - PART EXCHANGE

BENEFITS

Spicerhaart’s Part Exchange & Assisted Move services are the key to
unlocking your true sales potential. Spicerhaart will complement your
existing scheme by helping both to value any existing property before
acquisition and manage the sale through to completion.

No estate
agency fees

Benefits for you
For developers and house builders with their own, in-house part
exchange scheme we can provide: appraisals, comparable prices
with other properties for sale, plus further relevant information. We will
provide this information within a short space of time, giving you the
confidence to buy your customer’s existing property at the right price.
This means you can proceed with sale of your new build homes as
quickly as possible.

Quick transaction
time scales

No property
chains

Benefits to your customer
Part exchange remains an attractive option for many customers
looking to move to a new home. There are many advantages to the
customer, including:
• Certainty their home will be sold
• Less stress and worry
• A quicker sale time
• A simplified moving process
Not least, they benefit from no estate agency fees and can remain in
their property until plot completion.

No need to
tie up capital

Improved
cash flow

What we will do for you
We will provide a simple and effective process to increase conversions.
As our client, we will provide you with all the information you require
in the format you need it. We will provide this within a short space of
time, giving you the confidence to buy in at the right price.
To find out more about this option, contact the team on
01142 452 471 or email px-am@spicerhaart.co.uk

W.W.W

Wide marketing
appeal

HOW IT WORKS – DEVELOPER’S IN-HOUSE PART EXCHANGE

1. The developer
introduces the benefits
of the part exchange
scheme to their
customer, the potential
new home buyer.

2. The developer asks
Spicerhaart Part Exchange
& Assisted Move to
provide valuations and
comparables for the
customer’s existing
property.

3. The Spicerhaart
Part Exchange &
Assisted Move team
makes contact with
the customer.
4. We then arrange
for one of our
leading Spicerhaart
estate agencies to
carry out a valuation
on your customer’s
existing home.

5. The Spicerhaart Part
Exchange & Assisted Move
team undertakes its own
market research on the
property value.

8. The developer is
updated every step
of the way as key
milestones are reached.
Exchange of contracts
is targeted to take place
within 28 days.

7. Once agreement
has been reached,
the Spicerhaart Part
Exchange & Assisted
Move team will progress
the sale from start to
finish, ensuring that any
agreed timescales are
adhered to.

6. Once the valuation
report is received,
the developer
discusses the
part exchange
proposition with the
customer.
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OPTION TWO - FUNDED PART EXCHANGE
Funded part exchange is an innovative solution
for house builders and developers who do not
run their own part exchange scheme. Even
if you do run your own in-house scheme, our
funded solution can be ideal for customers who
do not fit the criteria that you need.
Under the funded part exchange scheme,
Spicerhaart Part Exchange & Assisted Move
provides buyers to purchase your customer’s
existing property. Contracts on the purchase are
usually exchanged within 28 days, leaving the
customer free to buy one of your new homes.
Unlike other part exchange companies, at
Spicerhaart we work with a number of specialist,
cash rich buyers, ensuring that we are always
in a position to facilitate the purchase of
any property, at any value, anywhere in the
country. Even properties with structural or other
problems can be considered.
Benefits to you
There are a number of benefits to our funded
part exchange proposition. These include:
• Quick transaction timescales – exchange of
contracts usually within 28 days
• No sales chains
• No need to tie up your valuable capital
purchasing your customer’s existing house
• Better cash flow
• The ability to capture a much wider piece
of the market appealing to those potential
buyers with a property to sell.
Using our funded part exchange scheme also
leaves you with the ability to provide further
incentives to the borrower should you wish to
do so.

We pride ourselves on the speed with which we
handle the process for you and your customer
from initial enquiry through to completion of the
sale.
Benefits to your customer
• Your customer has a guaranteed buyer for
their property
• No stress selling their house
• Peace of mind that they won’t be part of a
sales chain that may collapse
• Quicker sale time
• Simplified moving process
• No estate agency fees
What we will do for you
Our objective is to structure part exchange
deals that work for you. We will work closely
with you to ensure a seamless sales process,
keeping you updated every step of the way.
We can work directly with your customer or can
operate through you, whichever you prefer.
We will undertake our own market research
and commission appraisals of your customer’s
property by two local estate agents. We will then
provide you with a detailed summary pack and
an opinion on property value. Once you have
received the valuation report for their existing
property we will seek offers from specialist cash
buyers and, if the offers are acceptable, we will
work with you to ensure a seamless transaction.
To find out more about funded part exchange,
contact the team on 01253 603000 or by email
px@spicerhaart.co.uk

HOW IT WORKS – FUNDED PART EXCHANGE

W.W.W

1. The developer
introduces the
benefits of the part
exchange scheme to
their customer, the
potential buyer of their
new build home.

2. The developer
asks Spicerhaart Part
Exchange & Assisted
Move to provide an
offer to purchase the
customer’s existing
property.

3. The Spicerhaart Part
Exchange & Assisted
Move team makes
contact with the customer
either directly or via the
developer and arranges
for two independent
estate agency valuations
to be carried out on their
existing home.

4. The estate agents are
selected using specialist
agency selection software
to ensure they are the
market leaders in the area.

5. The Spicerhaart Part
Exchange & Assisted
Move team undertakes
its own market research.
It combines this with the
estate agents’ detailed
appraisals to provide a
summary valuation report
to go to the developer.

9. Exchange of
contracts will
usually take
place within
28 days.

8. If the offer is
accepted, a RICS
survey is carried out on
the customer’s existing
home and, providing
that no undisclosed
issues arise, solicitors
are instructed to proceed
with the purchase.

7. The developer then
discusses the level
of the offer with their
customer, together with
any additional incentives
they may wish to make
themselves.

6. Once the valuation
report is received, a
cash offer to purchase
will follow within just
48 business hours. All
offers are based on the
independent valuations
which reflect a realistic
asking price.
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OPTION THREE - ASSISTED MOVE – SPICERHAART GROUP
ESTATE AGENCIES
Occasionally a part exchange offer to purchase
your customer’s house, will not meet their
expectations so that is where assisted move
can help.
Assisted move is an incentive used for potential
purchasers of new build homes, who are
dependent upon selling their existing home to
fund, or part fund, their next purchase, but do
not meet the criteria for part exchange.
The assisted move proposition appeals to most
customers because their home will be sold for
them and they pay no estate agency fees. Fees
are typically paid by the developer on completion.
Benefits to you
Assisted move provides the developer with the
confidence of knowing that any potential buyer
interested in purchasing one of their new homes
will be able to sell their existing home so will
have the funds to buy the new one. Through the
assisted sale the developer also secures the
buyer and retains commitment from them.
The Spicerhaart Part Exchange & Assisted
Move team is highly trained so both you and
your customer have the assurance that the sale
will be in safe hands, valued thoroughly for a
sale at the right price. You can be safe in the
knowledge that your customer’s property will be
marketed to its fullest extent and therefore has
the best possible chance of selling.
All sales are treated as a priority corporate
instruction from start to finish, with reporting
tailored to fit the needs of both you and your
customer.

Benefits to the customer
The Assisted Move proposition is an attractive
option for many customers looking to move to a
new home. Its many advantages include:
• No stress of selling their house as
Spicerhaart Part Exchange & Assisted Move
does that for them
• Peace of mind that Spicerhaart will achieve
the best price for their home
• A quicker sale time
• A simplified moving process
• No estate agency fees
We deal with the sale of the customer’s existing
home as we would a corporate instruction.
In short, the customer will benefit from an
established, professional and specialised
management service.
What we will do for you
We will instruct the best Spicerhaart estate
agent in that region.
We will instruct the estate agent to value the
property, offer the property for sale and advise
on realistic marketing prices in order to ensure
full exposure across all leading property portals.
We will report both to you and your customer on
all viewings and viewer feedback, keeping you
fully updated on progress at all times.
Once an offer is received, we will keep you
informed and discuss this with your customer.
We qualify all offers to ensure they can proceed
and, once accepted, we will progress the sale
through to exchange and completion.
To find out more about assisted move,
contact the team on 01142 452471 or email
px-am@spicerhaart.co.uk

HOW IT WORKS

1. The developer
introduces the benefits
of the assisted move
scheme to their
customer, the potential
buyer of their new
build home.

2. The developer asks
Spicerhaart Part Exchange &
Assisted Move to provide a
valuation and advise on the
correct marketing price for the
customer’s existing property.

3. The Spicerhaart Part
Exchange & Assisted Move
team makes contact with the
customer either directly or via
the developer.

W.W.W

6. If the customer wishes to
proceed, the developer instructs
Spicerhaart Part Exchange &
Assisted Move. We then liaise
directly with the customer and
instruct the agent to commence
marketing the property.

5. The Spicerhaart Part
Exchange & Assisted Move
team uses the agency’s
expert market research
to provide a summary
valuation report to go to the
developer to confirm the
suitability of the customer’s
existing property for the
assisted move scheme.

4. We arrange for a valuation
to be carried out on the
customer’s existing home
by one of our leading
Spicerhaart estate agencies.

7. The Spicerhaart Part
Exchange & Assisted Move
team will then progress
the sale from start to finish,
ensuring that any agreed
timescales are adhered to.
8. We will keep both
the developer and their
customer updated every
step of the way as key
milestones are reached,
together with any
recommendations for price
reduction or additional
marketing.

9. After successful completion
of the customer’s property, the
developer covers the cost, or
part cost as agreed, of the sale
fees incurred by Spicerhaart Part
Exchange & Assisted Move.
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OPTION 4 - MULTIPLE AGENCY ASSISTED MOVE
As an alternative to part exchange, Spicerhaart
Part Exchange & Assisted Move has created
a ground breaking assisted move service.
Occasionally a part exchange offer to purchase
your customer’s house, will not meet their
expectations so that is where assisted move
can help.
Assisted move is an incentive used for potential
purchasers of new build homes, who are
dependent upon selling their existing home to
fund, or part fund, their next purchase, but do
not meet the criteria for part exchange.
The assisted move proposition appeals to most
customers because their home will be sold
for them and they pay no estate agency fees.
Fees are typically paid by the developer on
completion.
Benefits to you
Assisted move provides the developer with the
confidence of knowing that any potential buyer
interested in purchasing one of their new homes
will be able to sell their existing home so will
have the funds to buy the new one. Through the
assisted sale the developer also secures the
buyer and retains commitment from them.
The Spicerhaart Part Exchange & Assisted Move
team is highly trained so both you and your
customer have the assurance that the sale will
be in safe hands, valued by the right agents, for
a quick sale at the right price. You can be safe
in the knowledge that your customer’s property
will be marketed to its fullest extent by the best
agents and therefore has the best possible
chance of selling.
All sales are treated as a priority corporate
instruction from start to finish, with reporting
tailored to fit the needs of both you and your
customer.

Benefits to the customer
The Assisted Move proposition is an attractive
option for many customers looking to move
to a new home due to its many advantages
including:
• No stress of selling their house as
Spicerhaart Part Exchange & Assisted Move
does that for them
• Peace of mind that Spicerhaart will achieve
the best price for their home
• A quicker sale time as multiple agents are
instructed
• A simplified moving process
• No estate agency fees
We deal with the sale of the customer’s existing
home as we would a corporate instruction.
In short, the customer will benefit from an
established and professional asset management
service, something not generally available to
individuals selling their home.
What we will do for you
We will instruct the best estate agents in that
region whether this is a combination of two of
our own group offices, one group office and an
independent agent or two independent agents.
We will instruct the estate agents to value the
property, offer the property for sale, advise
on realistic marketing prices and ensure full
exposure across all leading property portals.
We will report both to you and your customer on
all viewings and viewer feedback, keeping you
fully updated on progress at all times.
Once an offer is received, we will keep you
informed and discuss this with your customer.
We qualify all offers to ensure they can proceed
and, once accepted, we will progress the sale
through to exchange and completion.
To find out more about multiple agency
assisted move, contact the team
on 01253 603000 or email
px@spicerhaart.co.uk

HOW IT WORKS

1. The developer
introduces the benefits
of the assisted move
scheme to their
customer, the potential
buyer of their new
build home.

2. The developer asks
Spicerhaart Part Exchange
& Assisted Move to provide
valuations and advise on the
correct marketing price for the
customer’s existing property.

3. The Spicerhaart Part
Exchange & Assisted Move
team makes contact with the
customer either directly or
via the developer.

W.W.W

6. If the customer wishes
to proceed, the developer
instructs Spicerhaart Part
Exchange & Assisted Move,
who then liaises directly with
the customer and instructs
the agents to commence
marketing the property.

5. The Spicerhaart Part
Exchange & Assisted Move
team uses the agencies’
expert market research
to provide a summary
valuation report to go to
both the developer and the
customer and confirms the
suitability of the customer’s
existing property for the
assisted move scheme.

4. We arrange for a valuation
to be carried out on the
customer’s existing home by
one of our leading Spicerhaart
estate agencies, a combination
of a Spicerhaart agent and
an independent estate agent
or two independent agents.
Whichever combination is used,
all agents are selected using
specialist agency selection
software to identify the best
agent in any given area.

7. The Spicerhaart Part
Exchange & Assisted Move
team will then progress
the sale from start to finish,
ensuring that any agreed
timescales are adhered to.

8. We will keep both
the developer and their
customer updated every
step of the way as key
milestones are reached,
together with any
recommendations for price
reduction or additional
marketing.

9. After successful completion of the
customer’s property, the developer covers
the cost, or part cost as agreed, of the sale
fees incurred by Spicerhaart Part Exchange
& Assisted Move. Spicerhaart Part Exchange
& Assisted Move then disburses the fees to
the successful estate agent.
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JUST MORTGAGES NEW BUILD DIVISION
In order to purchase their new build home from
you the developer, it is likely that your customer
will need a mortgage. Mortgages for new build
properties tend to be rather specialist and
not something that can be provided by every
mortgage broker on the high street.
Spicerhaart introduces to Just Mortgages
specialist new build division. Advisers in this
UK-wide division are dedicated to providing
mortgages for customers buying new build
homes, including those who wish to take
advantage of the government’s Help to Buy
scheme.

About Just Mortgages New Build division
Just Mortgages new build division includes a
team of professional mortgage advisers who
have extensive experience within the new build
market, and who understand the needs and
requirements of both the developer and of the
potential borrower. All Just Mortgages’ mortgage
advisers are professionally qualified. In addition,
our new build mortgage specialists receive
bespoke training on the new build process
before offering any advice on purchases.

Benefits to you
Unlike most new build advisers, our advisers do
not wait at the end of a telephone to be called
when you have taken a reservation. Instead they
will spend time on site with your sales team,
developing enquiries and ensuring buyers are in
a position to proceed.
In order to create long-term relationships, we
have developed our own superior service
standards to ensure speed and control
throughout the new build purchase process.
Our team comprises Help to Buy and new
build specialists. We understand that lenders’
criteria differs when it comes to a new build
purchase therefore we work with all the Help to
Buy agencies to ensure their requirements are
met. Our advisers then complete all the required
documentation as soon as the client chooses to
proceed.
We know developers like to offer incentives, so
we ensure that we use mortgage lenders who
are happy to accept these.
We also have a dedicated new build
administration team. Each customer is allocated
an administrator to progress their mortgage
application and see it through to completion. The
administration team will regularly update both
you and your customer throughout every stage
of the purchasing process.

Benefits to the customer
Just Mortgages is an appointed representative
of Openwork Ltd, one of the UK’s largest
financial advice networks, so we can offer
clients an extensive range of mortgages from a
comprehensive panel of lenders. We also have
access to exclusive and semi-exclusive new
build deals not available through high street
lenders or other mortgage service providers.
We have the flexibility to offer evening and
weekend appointments at a location convenient
to your customers. In fact, our new build team is
available seven days a week, so customers can
call any time to discuss their mortgage or any
other matter relating to their purchase.
What we will do for you
We will be on hand to offer your customer advice
from the moment you appoint us.
Our advisers will be available at a time to suit
you and your customer even if that is outside of
normal working hours.
We will visit your customer at the location that
best suits them.
We will advise on a full range of specialist new
build and Help to Buy mortgages ensuring that
your customers always get the right advice.
We will keep you updated every step of the way
so you know when the purchase can complete.

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.
Spicerhaart introduce to Just Mortgages which is a trading name of Just Mortgages Direct Ltd which is an appointed representative of
Openwork Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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HOW IT WORKS – JUST MORTGAGES’ NEW BUILD MORTGAGE OFFERING

1. Typically, your
customer will initially
spend time on site
with your sales team.
Your sales team will
develop the house
buying enquiries and
introduce the client to
Just Mortgages.

2. Your dedicated Just
Mortgages’ specialist new
build mortgage adviser will
spend time on site with your
sales team, developing the
mortgage enquiries and
ensuring the buyers are in a
position to proceed.

6. All property information
forms will be checked by
our new build administration
team before submitting
them to the lender.

5. Once the client
agrees to the mortgage,
our adviser will collect
all the documentation
and complete the
application forms.

3. Our mortgage advisers
will make an appointment
with your customers and
arrange to see them at a
time and place to suit them.

4. Our mortgage adviser
will advise on the best
mortgage for your
customer’s circumstances.

7. Property information
forms will be submitted
to the Help to Buy
agent within 48 hours of
reservation.

8. Mortgage offers to
be issued within 14
working days from
reservation so a 28-day
exchange is achieved.

9. The administration team will
update both the developer
and the customer every step
of the way until the mortgage
is finalised and the house
purchase can be completed.

Contact information
If you would like to explore how Just Mortgages
New Build can help support you please contact
us on the following numbers.
Southern and Anglia
Paul Wilson, new build director
07903 861211
paul.wilson@justmortgages.co.uk
Midlands & Northern
Mark Cooper, New Build business development
manager
07962 398247
mark.cooper@justmortgages.co.uk
YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.
Spicerhaart introduce to Just Mortgages which is a trading name of Just Mortgages Direct Ltd which is an appointed representative of
Openwork Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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LAND & NEW HOMES
As well as providing mortgage support,
Spicerhaart has a Land and New Homes
division. This division has over 25 land
managers and directors with 12 national,
dedicated new home teams providing
developers with potential land and brown fields
sites. Through our Land and New Homes team
we can offer assistance on pre-site evaluation
as well as supporting your team in the field via
our 200 plus estate agency offices.
About Spicerhaart Land and New Homes
division
Spicerhaart’s Land and New Homes division
offers advice, guidance and the latest industry
information to developers, housing associations,
house builders, registered social landlords,
receivers and banks, although most clients
are housing associations, house builders and
developers searching for ideal, ‘off market’
prospective development sites which meet the
minimum GDV and product mix standards.
We offer strategic expertise on both a national
and regional basis and our well-established
network of high street estate agency brands
provides the local knowledge and market
intelligence essential for providing the most upto-date information when buying or selling land.
At Spicerhaart Land and New Homes we
know it’s all about the land for our developer
clients. Going forward with an agreed five year
investment plan we aim to establish a leading
land operation nationally across our network. We
have already seen some success with this newly
created land business. In its first six months in
2018 the team has delivered over 550 prime
plots to the development industry that are now
in solicitors hands, this is spread across a total
of 28 sites. We look to double this in the second
six months of 2018 and deliver 2,000 plots to
our developer clients in 2019.
Our experienced and dedicated team can provide
useful, up-to-date advice; comprehensive,
local market information and an unmatched
marketing strategy. This makes us one of biggest
independent providers of property services in the
UK.

Benefits to you
At Spicerhaart Land and New Homes, we are
able to locate the land required for your next
project, whether it is a new build, a conversion
project or a large refurbishment.
The advantages of instructing Spicerhaart
are numerous. We don’t require an instruction
to offer a site ‘for sale’ before introducing a
retained client, which means we can proactively
seek any landlord owner and act on a client’s
behalf. Due to this, we are able to negotiate the
best deal possible.
What is more we use unique social media
technology called FLINK to generate more
competition and sell your development faster.
In the second quarter of 2018 our FLINK
campaigns generated an average of 31.3 leads
per property.
What we will do for you
No matter the size of your project, we will
provide comprehensive advice, supported with
relevant comparable information and market
evidence to help you generate the most revenue
out of each and every development.
We work closely with a number of external
companies and consultants, which means
we can guide you through the entire planning
system.
Our primary advisory services include:
• Advice on the design and internal layout
of your planned new homes, as well as
specification and finishing
• Guidance on scheme optimisation and how
to maximise yields in any given location
• Viability assessment of projects prior to
acquisition
• Purchaser profiling
• Comparable evidence and competitor
analysis
• Detailed appraisals covering local demand for
the product on offer and local demographics
• Creation of innovative marketing campaigns
to maximise footfall and subsequent sales

HOW IT WORKS – LAND AND NEW HOMES

1. Land Operator
identifies a piece
of land suitable for
development (from 2
plots to 500).

2. Land opportunity
is delivered (off
market if possible)
to a select list of
developers.
3. Developers express
interest and request
assistance in pricing to
work up the GDV. We
can advise the type of
housing mix that would
suit the development.

4. The successful developer is
selected. If using a Spicerhaart
preferred developer then we
work hard to ensure the deal is
concluded satisfactorily
to this developer and in the
right timescale.

5. We nurture the
deal through with
our vendor.
6. The developer
completes on the sale
and then instructs
Spicerhaart New Homes
to sell the properties.
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SPICERHAART PART EXCHANGE AND ASSISTED MOVE A SELECTION OF OUR CLIENTS

TESTIMONIALS – WHAT OUR CLIENTS HAVE TO SAY ABOUT US

Paula Goodall, Part Exchange Manager at
Barratt Homes, North Midlands:

Sam Spacey, Part Exchange and Easymover
Manager at Taylor Wimpey Yorkshire:

Having worked closely with Spicerhaart
Part Exchange & Assisted Move for the
last few years, I know that when I have an
assisted move enquiry, the team will get
their valuers to move their diaries around to
accommodate me. The team is very reliable
and always delivers on its promises while
ensuring a seamless sales process.

The Assisted Move team at Spicerhaart is
friendly and professional at all times and
is always thorough, on time and reliable,
particularly in terms of updating me. They
are also very helpful in achieving targets
and provide quick turnaround times when I
require help with land appraisals. Also, their
valuations are realistic, I very rarely have to
chase for reports and having one point of
contact for a variety of branches also helps
to make my job that much easier.

“The team’s contract chasing is excellent,
they respond quickly regarding dates
booked in, and I don’t need to chase my
valuations or photographs which saves me
so much time. Spicerhaart Part Exchange &
Assisted Move is undoubtedly in my top five
agents that I work with on a regular basis.

Gary Roberts, Part Exchange Manager at
Harron Homes (Yorkshire):

Jamie Brook, Part Exchange Manager at
Avant Homes:
Due to its in-depth knowledge of the
residential market and its fully managed
service, the highly trained and approachable
Part Exchange & Assisted Move team handles
enquiries efficiently and professionally and
nothing is ever too much trouble for them.
“Its straightforward sales process, quick
transaction timescales and its accurate
turnaround of appraisals continue to
exceed my expectations. I’ve worked with
Spicerhaart Part Exchange & Assisted Move
since February 2016 and I can honestly
say it is one of the bestselling agents in the
country. It also has the least amount of unsold
properties thanks to its realistic valuations and
unique approach to part exchange.

Jan and the team are very easy to work with
and have always provided the best possible
service while ensuring everything fits within
my timescales.
“Everything is there when I need it. In fact,
since working with the team since 2007, I
have never had to chase any valuation reports
and very rarely have to question them. The
effective and dedicated team also deals with
queries promptly and offers a wide ranging
and comprehensive array of services,
including comparisons and appraisals, as
well as a smooth sales process.
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MEET THE PART EXCHANGE AND ASSISTED MOVE TEAM

Neil Knight
Business Development Director
Tel:
01452 762789
Mob: 07866 386930
e-mail: neil.knight@spicerhaart.co.uk

Lindsay Storey
Business Development Manager, Midlands
and North
Tel:
01142 452 471
Mob: 07802 465 938
e-mail: lindsay.storey@spicerhaart.co.uk

Janine Biggins
National Sales Manager
Tel:
01142 452 471
Mob: 07471 226192
e-mail: jan.biggins@spicerhaart.co.uk

Jade Brough
Sales Progressor
Tel:
01142 452 471
e-mail:
jade.brough@spicerhaart.co.uk

Sarah Young
Team Leader
01253 603000
Tel:
e-mail: sarah.young@spicerhaart.co.uk

Lucy Folly
Negotiator
Tel:
01142 452 471
e-mail:
lucy.folly@spicerhaart.co.uk

Yuella Hutton
Negotiator
Tel:
01142 452 471
e-mail: yuella.hutton@spicerhaart.co.uk

Andrew Ling
Negotiator
Tel:
01142 452 471
e-mail:
andrew.ling@spicerhaart.co.uk
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Skyways,
Amy Johnson Way,
Blackpool,
FY4 3RS

4 Loundside,
Chapeltown,
Sheffield
S35 2UP

Tel: 01253 603 000

Tel: 0114 245 2471

www.spicerhaartpx.co.uk

